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The review is devoted to an experimental study of simulation of superconductivity by microwave

radiation in superconducting films. An influence of the power, frequency of microwave radiation,

as well as temperature and width of superconducting films on behavior of experimental dependen-

cies of stimulated the critical current and the current at which a vortex structure of the resistive state

vanishes and the phase-slip first line appears is analyzed. The experimental studies of films with dif-

ferent width reveal that the effect of superconductivity stimulation by microwave field is common

and occurs in both the case of uniform (narrow films) and non-uniform (wide films) distribution of

superconducting current over the film width. It is shown that stimulation of superconductivity in a

wide film increases not only the critical current and the critical temperature, but also the maximum

current at which there is a vortex state in the film. The effect of superconductivity stimulation by

microwave radiation in wide films can be described by the Eliashberg theory, which was used to

explain the same phenomenon in narrow channels. For the first time it was found experimentally

that when the film width increases, the range of radiation power, at which the effect of supercon-

ductivity stimulation is observed, shrinks abruptly, and hence the probability of its detection

decreases. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4813655]

The review is dedicated to Academician of the NAS of
Ukraine V. Eremenko, a prominent scientist in the field of
magnetism and superconductivity, who generously conveys
his profound knowledge and rich academic experience to
young scientists, among whom once was the grateful writer
of these words.

1. Introduction

For a long time there was a general opinion that effect

of electromagnetic field on a superconductor should always

lead to a reduction of the energy gap D, the critical current

Ic, the critical magnetic field Hc and the critical temperature

Tc. However, an increase of the critical current of a thin

narrow superconducting bridge near its critical temperature

under an influence of high-frequency electromagnetic field

has been reported in 1966 in Ref. 1. Later this phenomenon

has been observed in almost all types of superconducting

weak links. This effect has been explained in the

Aslamazov-Larkin theory only in 1978.2 The phenomenon

of stimulation of superconductivity has also been found in

narrow superconducting channels (single-crystal filaments

and thin (the thickness d � n(T), k?(T)), narrow (the width

w� n(T), k?(T)) films). Here, n(T) and k?(T)¼ 2k2(T)/d are

the coherence length and the penetration depth of a weak

magnetic field perpendicular to the film, respectively, k(T)

the London penetration depth. In 1970 G.M. Eliashberg has

proposed a microscopic theory,3 which considers the effect

of electromagnetic radiation on the energy gap D of a

superconductor. The Eliashberg theory explained the phe-

nomenon of stimulation in a superconducting channel, and

this theory did not exclude a possibility of its existence in

wide films. However, decades had passed, but this phenom-

enon could not been found in wide films. After the discov-

ery of high-temperature (HTS) cuprate superconductors,

which caused an increased research activity, there has been

a series of works devoted to the experimental study of an

effect of microwave radiation on the superconducting prop-

erties of HTS films. Reference 4 was among the first which

mentioned the finding of the effect of superconductivity

stimulation in HTS films. That paper shows a family of

current-voltage characteristics (CVC) for wide (w� 10 lm)

and long (L� 15 lm) bridge of an epitaxial film of

YBa2Cu3O7�x. In the CVC it is seen that for low (�10�8 W)

power the critical current Ic as well as the superconducting

one Is increase compared to the values in the absence of

microwave radiation, indicating the stimulation of super-

conductivity by an electromagnetic field. With a further

increase in power of microwave radiation the critical super-

conducting current decreases, and harmonic and sub-

harmonic steps of the current appear at voltages on the

bridge Vm,n, related to the frequency of an external electro-

magnetic field f by the Josephson relation: Vm,n¼ (n/m)hf/2e,

where m, n are integers, h Planck’s constant, e the electron

charge. The authors of Ref. 4 suggest that the mechanism

responsible for the increase of Ic and Is in the investigated

bridges of HTS is an energy diffusion of quasiparticles in a

contact area caused by a “jitter” of the potential well due to

microwave radiation.2 It is this mechanism of stimulation

of superconductivity that was also found in cuprate HTS by

other experimentalists. For example, in studying the

dependence of the superconducting current on the radiation

power in YBa2Cu3O7�x samples5 it was found that it is

the Aslamazov-Larkin mechanism of stimulation,2 charac-

teristic of superconducting weak links that is responsible

for increasing the superconducting current under

microwave radiation. Unfortunately, preliminary studies of

the effect of superconductivity stimulation in cuprate HTS

caused by the Aslamazov-Larkin mechanism2 have not

been continued.
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The phenomenon of superconductivity stimulation by

microwave radiation in quasi-one-dimensional films (narrow

channels) already belongs to classical effects in the physics

of superconductivity. The experimental manifestation of this

effect in a narrow channel is an increase of its critical tem-

perature Tc and the Ginzburg-Landau critical current IGL
c ðTÞ.

When a current flowing through a channel is greater than the

current IGL
c ðTÞ, the narrow channel comes to the resistive

current state caused solely by the appearance of phase-slip

centers. In contrast, in high-quality superconducting wide

films (w� n(T), k?(T)) in excess of the critical current Ic(T)

the vortex state appears, so-called flux flow regime. A wide

film is in this regime until the transport current reaches the

maximum current Im(T) at which in a wide film a vortex

structure of the resistance state vanishes,6,7 and the first

phase slip line (PSL) appears. In 2001, it has been experi-

mentally observed8 that in response to a microwave field not

only the critical current Ic(T) increases but the maximum

current of existence of the vortex resistivity Im(T) does so. In

this connection, the problem of superconductivity stimula-

tion in wide films is particularly interesting, as it requires

consideration of behavior in a microwave field of both the

critical current Ic(T) and the maximum current of existence

of the vortex resistive state Im(T).

2. A microscopic theory of superconductivity of films,
stimulated by microwave radiation

A microscopic theory of superconductivity stimulation

of films, uniform in the order parameter, by a microwave

field was proposed by Eliashberg3 and developed in Refs.

9–12.

The theory applies to relatively narrow13 and thin

(w,d� n(T), k?(T)) films in which the spatial distribution of

microwave power and accordingly the stimulated gap are

uniform over the film cross section. At the same time, the

length of scattering of an electron by impurities li should be

small compared with the coherence length.

To understand properly behavior of superconductors

with an energy gap in an alternating electromagnetic field it

was necessary to take into account both the processes of

absorption of electromagnetic energy by quasiparticles (elec-

trons), and the inelastic processes of scattering of the

absorbed energy.

To illustrate the physical nature of the effect of super-

conductivity stimulation, we turn to the basic equation of

Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory (BCS),14 which relates

the energy gap D with the equilibrium distribution function

of electrons n(e)(ee/kTþ 1)�1

D ¼ g

ð�hxD

D

de
Dffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

e2 � D2
p ½1� 2nðeÞ� : (1)

In the theory,3 it was shown that if a superconductor

with a uniform spatial distribution of D is in an electromag-

netic field whose frequency is lower than the frequency

related with the energy gap by the ratio �hx¼ 2D, and higher

than the inverse relaxation time of electrons se (the relaxa-

tion time of inelastic collisions), then the equilibrium distri-

bution function of electrons n(e) is shifted to higher energies,

which leads to a steady non-equilibrium state and an increase

of the superconductor’s energy gap and consequently its

superconducting properties. And the total number of excita-

tions does not change. This shift in the electron distribution

function, as seen in Eq. (1), results in an increase of the gap

and thus enhances the superconducting properties. A change

of n(e) is proportional to the field intensity E2 (for not too

large E) and the relaxation time of energy excitations se.

It should be noted that in the presence of a microwave

field the D is variable in space and time. There is no coordi-

nate dependence for sufficiently thin samples. And when

xse� 1 it turns out that temporal oscillations of D can also

be ignored. It was also assumed that the mean free path of

electrons is less than the film thickness. Otherwise it would

be necessary to consider peculiarities of reflection from walls.

If we restrict our consideration to not too high intensities

of electromagnetic radiation, an equation for the time-

averaged D is as follows:

Tc � T

Tc
� 7fð3ÞD2

8ðpkBTcÞ2
� plivFe2

6Tc�hc2
A2

0 þ
A2

x

2
� 3D�hc2

2plivFe2
G

� �( )
D

¼ 0;

(2)

where A0 is the potential representing a static magnetic field

or a direct current, Ax the amplitude of an electromagnetic

field, vF the Fermi velocity, li the mean free path of electrons

under the scattering, n1(e) the non-equilibrium part of n(e),
f(3)¼ 1.202 the particular value of the Riemann zeta

function

G ¼ � 2T

D

ð1
D

deffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2 � D2
p n1ðeÞ: (3)

At low power of an external electromagnetic field

n1ðeÞ ¼
a
c

x
4T

eðe� xÞ þ D2

e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðe� xÞ2 � D2

q h e � D � xð Þ
0
@

� eðeþ xÞ þ D2

e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðeþ xÞ2 � D2

q h e� Dð Þ

� 2

x
eðe� xÞ þ D2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðe� xÞ2 � D2

q h e� D Þh x � D� eð Þ
� !

;

(4)

where a ¼ ð1=3ÞvFlie
2A2

x=�hc2 is proportional to the power

of an external electromagnetic field, c¼ �h/se.

Taking into account Eq. (4), expression (3) can be writ-

ten as

G ¼ x2

2D
a
c

ð1
D

de
eðeþ xÞ þ D2

eðeþ xÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðe2 � D2Þ½ðeþ xÞ2 � D2�

q

þ 1

D
a
c

ðx�D

D

de
eðe� xÞ þ D2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðe2 � D2Þ½ðe� xÞ2 � D2�
q hðx� 2D Þ;

(5)
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or

G ¼ a�hx
2cD

f
�hx
D

� �
: (6)

In limiting cases, the function

f
�hx
D

� �
¼ �hx

D
ln

8D
�hx

� �
� 1

� �
at

�hx
D
� 1 ;

f
�hx
D

� �
¼ pD

�hx
at

�hx
D
� 1:

(7)

Taking into account Eq. (7), Eq. (2) can be rewritten as

follows:

Tc � T

Tc
� 7fð3ÞD2

8ðpkBTcÞ2
� pvFlie

2A2
x

6kBTc�hc2

� A2
0 þ A2

x 1� �hx
2pc

f
�hx
D

� � !" #
¼ 0 : (8)

In Eq. (8) there is no term accounting for the interaction

of an electromagnetic field with excitations, located substan-

tially above the gap edge, which has the form9

�0:11
p
2

�hx
kBTc

� �2 a
c
:

Now we can write a complete equation of the micro-

scopic theory of superconductivity, which takes into account

basic mechanisms of the interaction of a superconductor

with an external electromagnetic radiation

Tc � T

Tc
� 7fð3ÞD2

8ðpkBTcÞ2
� pa

2kBTc

� A2
0

A2
x
þ 1þ 0:11

ð�hxÞ2

ckBTc
� ð�hxÞ2

2pcD
ln

8D
�hx

� �
� 1

� �( )
¼ 0:

(9)

In this equation, the first two terms describe a tempera-

ture dependence of the equilibrium (a¼ 0) superconducting

gap, and the third one is a contribution of a static magnetic

field or a direct current. The fourth term of the equation

describes a usual pairing effect in an external microwave

field, the fifth is a contribution of high-energy excitations,

and the sixth term is a contribution of the interaction with an

external electromagnetic field of quasiparticles located at the

Fermi surface. It is this interaction that is responsible for the

effect of superconductivity stimulation.3 Effects of heating

of a superconductor by an electromagnetic field are not con-

sidered in Eq. (9).

It is important to note one more circumstance. In Eq. (9)

it is seen that with increasing the radiation frequency a con-

tribution of the latter two terms increases, and an effect of

second one leads to an increase of D(T,a) for a given electro-

magnetic field power a. D(T,a) is greater than D(T,a¼ 0)

(superconductivity stimulation), when

1þ 0:11
ð�hxÞ2

ckBTc
� ð�hxÞ2

2pcD
ln

8D
�hx

� �
� 1

� �" #
� 0: (10)

At not very high frequency of external radiation the term

0.11(�hx)2/(ckBTc), which describes a contribution of high-

energy excitations can be neglected, and with ln(8D/�hx)> 1

from Eq. (10) we obtain an expression for the lower fre-

quency limit of the superconductivity stimulation

x2
L ¼

2pcD

�h2 ln
8D
�hx

� � ¼ 2pD

�hse ln
8D
�hx

� � : (11)

3. A non-equilibrium critical current of superconducting
films in a microwave field

Theoretical studies3,9–12 considered superconductivity

stimulation for narrow channels in which the equilibrium

energy gap D and the superconducting current density js are

distributed uniformly over the sample cross section.

According to this theory, the effect of microwave radia-

tion on the energy gap D of a superconductor, through which

a constant transport current with density js flows, is described

by Eq. (9) which can be rewritten as

Tc � T

Tc
� 7fð3ÞD2

8ðpkBTcÞ2
� 2kBTc�h

pe2DD4N2ð0Þ
j2
s þ MðDÞ ¼ 0; (12)

where Tc is the critical temperature, N(0) the density of states

at the Fermi level, D¼ vFli/3 the diffusion coefficient, vF the

Fermi velocity, and M(D) the non-equilibrium add-on due to

the “non-equilibrium” of the distribution function of

electrons15–17

MðDÞ ¼ � pa
2kBTc

1þ 0:11
ð�hxÞ2

ckBTc
� ð�hxÞ2

2pcD
ln

8D
�hx
� 1

� �" #
;

�hx� D: (13)

Often, an experimental study of the stimulation effect

assumes the measurement of the critical current, rather than the

energy gap. Using Eqs. (12) and (13) one can derive an expres-

sion for the density of the superconducting current, js, as a

function of energy gap, temperature and microwave power

js ¼ tD2 Tc � T

Tc
� 7fð3ÞD2

8ðpkBTcÞ2
� pa

2kBTc
1þ 0:11

ð�hxÞ2

ckBTc

"(

�ð�hxÞ2

2pcD
ln

8D
�hx
� 1

� �#)1=2

; (14a)

t ¼ eNð0Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pD

2�hkTc

r
: (14b)

An extremum condition of the superconducting current

@js/@D¼ 0 at given temperature and power yields a transcen-

dental equation for the gap Dm, for which the maximum

value js is reached, i.e., the critical current density

Tc � T

Tc
� 21fð3ÞD2

m

ð4pkBTcÞ2
� pa

2kBTc

� 1þ 0:11
ð�hxÞ2

ckBTc
� ð�hxÞ2

4pcDm

3

2
ln

8D
�hx
� 1

� �" #
¼ 0:

(15)
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Thus, substituting the solution Dm of Eq. (15) into Eq. (14)

we find an expression for the critical current in a microwave

field18

IP
c ðTÞ ¼ tdwD2

m

Tc � T

Tc
� 7fð3ÞD2

m

ð8pkBTcÞ2
� pa

2kBTc

(

� 1þ 0:11
ð�hxÞ2

ckBTc
� ð�hxÞ2

2pcDm
ln

8Dm

�hx
� 1

� �" #)1=2

:

(16)

Without external microwave field (a¼ 0), Eq. (16) is

transformed into an expression for the equilibrium depairing

current

IcðTÞ ¼ tdwD2
m

Tc � T

Tc
� 7fð3ÞD2

m

8ðpkBTcÞ2

)1=2

:

8<
: (17)

In this case, Dm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p
D0, where

D0ðTÞ ¼ pkBTc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8ðTc � TÞ
7fð3ÞTc

s
¼ 3:062kBTc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� T

Tc

r
; (18)

the equilibrium value of the gap without transport current.

Note that the use in Eq. (17) of the Eq. (14b) with the

density of states N(0)¼m2vF/p2�h3, calculated in a model of

free electrons, results in a significant difference between the

theoretical and experimental values of the equilibrium criti-

cal current, indicating a relative roughness of such an esti-

mation for a metal (e.g., tin) used in preparation of samples.

At the same time, expressing the density of states in terms of

the experimentally measured quantity, the resistance of the

film on a square Rw ¼ R4;2w=L, where R4.2 is the total film

resistance at T¼ 4.2 K, we obtain an expression for

t ¼ ðedRwÞ�1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3p=2kBTcvFli�h

p
, which when substituted into

Eq. (17) leads to its good agreement with both experimental

values of the equilibrium depairing current and those calcu-

lated in the Ginzburg-Landau theory, IGL
c ðTÞ (see Eq.

(19)).19 This expression for the parameter t will be used

below in the formula (16) for stimulated critical current in

its comparison with experimental results.

It is interesting to note that prior to Ref. 19, to our

knowledge, the temperature dependencies of the stimulated

critical current, arising from Eq. (16), were not compared

directly with experimental data for IP
c ðTÞ. We point out,

however, that attempts to compare, at least qualitatively, ex-

perimental dependencies IP
c ðTÞ with the Eliashberg theory

have been made. For example, in Ref. 14 the authors pre-

sented the depairing current of Ginzburg-Landau, using Eq.

(18) for the equilibrium gap, in the form

IGL
c ðTÞ ¼

cU0w

6
ffiffiffi
3
p

p2nð0Þk?ð0Þ
ð1� T=TcÞ3=2 ¼ K1D

3
0ðTÞ; (19)

where U0¼ hc/2e is the magnetic flux quantum. Since the

temperature dependence of the stimulated critical current in a

narrow channel appeared to be close to equilibrium in its

shape, IP
c ðTÞ / ð1� T=TP

c Þ
3=2

, where TP
c is the superconduct-

ing transition temperature in a microwave field, the IP
c ðTÞ was

approximated by an expression similar to Eq. (19)

IP
c ðTÞ ¼ K2D

3
PðTÞ; (20)

where the stimulated energy gap DP(T) was calculated in the

Eliashberg theory at zero superconducting current (Eq. (12)

and js¼ 0). After that, assuming K1¼K2 and using the value

of the microwave power as a fitting parameter, the authors of

Ref. 14 fitted calculated values of IP
c ðTÞ to experimental data

with a certain degree of accuracy.

It is clear that such a comparison of experimental results

with the Eliashberg theory is only a qualitative approxima-

tion, and cannot be used to obtain quantitative results.19 First

of all, Eqs. (19) and (20) contain a value of the gap in a zero-

current regime (js¼ 0), which differs from that when there is

a current. Second, the depairing curves js(D) in the equilib-

rium state (P¼ 0) and with a microwave field are very differ-

ent.18 Finally, as shown in Refs. 11, 14, and 18, for

T ! TP
c � 0 the stimulated order parameter DP(T) tends to a

finite (but small) value DPðTP
c Þ ¼ ð1=2Þ�hx and abruptly van-

ishes at T > TP
c , while the critical current vanishes continu-

ously (without a jump) at T ! TP
c and, therefore, cannot in

general be satisfactorily described by the formula of the type

(20). This is evidenced by a marked deviation of the depend-

ence (20) from experimental points in the close vicinity of

Tc. In this review, an analysis of experimental data is based

on the exact formula (16) with using the numerical solution

of Eq. (15).

4. Stimulation of superconductivity by an external
microwave radiation in tin films of different widths

Upon stimulation of superconductivity by an electromag-

netic field the superconducting gap D is, strictly speaking,

variable in space and time. However, for sufficiently thin and

narrow superconducting samples the dependence of D on

coordinates can be neglected. Moreover, near TC the relaxa-

tion time of the order parameter sD	 1.2se/(1�T/Tc)
1/2 is

large compared to the inverse frequency of stimulating

microwave radiation (xsD � 1), and the temporal oscilla-

tions of D can also be neglected. Therefore, the microscopic

theory of Eliashberg3 included neither the time nor spatial

variations of the order parameter in a sample.

To realize experimentally the case discussed in this

theory of a spatially homogeneous nonequilibrium state of a

superconductor in a high-frequency field it was necessary to

ensure the constancy of the energy gap over the sample vol-

ume (w,d� n(T), k?(T)). This is a purely technological prob-

lem. It was also important to ensure a uniform distribution of

the transport current through the sample volume. Failure to

do so resulted in a non-uniform distribution of D due not to

technological reasons, but because of the dependence of the

energy gap on the transport current D(I). Finally, it was im-

portant to provide an efficient heat transfer from a sample. It

was shown that narrow superconducting film channels de-

posited on relevant substrates best met these requirements.

The theory proposed in Ref. 3 has been fully confirmed in

experimental studies of such samples (see, e.g., Refs. 15 and

17).

For wider films, electrodynamical changes of D over the

film width with a non-uniformly distributed current and with

the presence of intrinsic vortices cannot be neglected.

Therefore, the theory,3 strictly speaking, does not apply in

574 Low Temp. Phys. 39 (7), July 2013 I. V. Zolochevskii
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the case of wide films. Yet, although it is difficult to develop

a theory in the case of a non-uniform distribution of D in a

superconductor, in principle there should also be an effect of

stimulation in this case.

In 2001, the stimulation of superconductivity by an

external electromagnetic field has also been found in wide,

w� n(T), k?(T), high-quality superconducting films of tin8

with a non-uniform spatial distribution of D(I) over the sam-

ple width. It has been experimentally shown that under an

external electromagnetic field not only the critical current Ic

increases but also the current of formation of the first phase-

slip line (see Fig. 1) does so. In Ref. 8, this current is desig-

nated as Idp
c . In Ref. 20 the temperature dependencies of the

current Idp
c was analyzed with taking into account the non-

trivial distribution of the transport current and the density of

vortices over a wide film. As a result, it was shown that the

current Idp
c is the critical depairing current of Ginzburg-

Landau, IGL
c , if a film corresponds to the parameters of a

vortex-free narrow channel in the temperature region near

Tc. Far from Tc this current is the maximum current of exis-

tence of the vortex resistive state Im in the Aslamazov-

Lempitsky theory.6 A physical meaning of the current Im is

that it is the maximum current, at which a steady uniform

flow of intrinsic vortices of the transport current across a

wide film is still possible. If it is exceeded, I> Im, the vortex

structure collapses, and in its place there appears a structure

of phase-slip lines.7 It is the phase that determines the resis-

tivity of a sample for a further increase in the transport

current.

In this connection, the problem of superconductivity

stimulation in wide films becomes particularly interesting,

because it requires consideration of the behavior in a micro-

wave field of both the critical current and the critical

temperature. An important object of the investigation is the

current Im, as well as its relation with Ic under an external

electromagnetic radiation of different frequencies f and

power P.

This section presents the results of studying a depend-

ence of stimulation of the critical current Ic and the current

of formation of the first PSL Im on power and frequency of

an electromagnetic field in thin (thickness d� n(T), k?(T))

superconducting films as a function of their width w.21 To

understand how the effect of superconductivity stimulation

manifests itself in a wide film, the authors of this work

increased gradually the sample width starting from a narrow

channel, and observed how the phenomenon of superconduc-

tivity stimulation was changing. As samples thin (d � n(T),

k?(T)) tin films which were prepared as described in Ref. 20

were used. This original technology enabled to minimize

defects in both the film edge and its volume. The critical cur-

rent of these samples is determined by suppression of the

barrier for entering vortices when the current density at the

edge of the film is of the order of jGL
c , and reaches the maxi-

mum possible theoretical value,6 indicating the absence of

edge defects which create local lowering of the barrier and

thus reduce the Ic. CVC were measured by a four-probe

method. In measuring the CVC samples were placed in a

double screen of annealed permalloy. In the area of the

sample the magnetic field was: H?¼ 7� 10�4 Oe,

H||¼ 6.5� 10�3 Oe. To supply an electromagnetic radiation

to the film sample it was placed in a rectangular waveguide

parallel to the electric field component in the waveguide, or

irradiated from the shorted end of a coaxial line, or the sam-

ple was connected to a 50-ohm coaxial line through a sepa-

rating capacitance (contact method). The parameters of the

samples are shown in Table 1. The temperature was meas-

ured by the vapor pressure using mercury and oil pressure

gauges. In doing so, an influence of the microwave field

introduced into the cryostat during the experiment on meas-

urements of temperature in the case of using electronic ther-

mometers was excluded. The temperature stabilization

(helium vapor pressure) was provided by a membrane mano-

stat with accuracy better than 10�4 K.

In Ref. 8 it was shown that long (L � n(T), k?(T)) and

wide (w � n(T), k?(T)) superconducting films reveal the

effect of increasing the critical current and the current Im

under an external microwave radiation. Fig. 1 shows a fam-

ily of current-voltage characteristics of one of these films

(SnW5) of the width of 42 lm for different power levels of

microwave radiation with a frequency f ¼ 12.89 GHz.

Here, as in Ref. 20 the notation are introduced: Ic(T) is

the current of voltage appearance across the sample as a

FIG. 1. A series of current-voltage characteristics of the film sample SnW5

at T¼ 3.745 K and f¼ 12.89 GHz for various levels of radiation power: the

radiation power is zero (1), with increasing a serial number of the CVC the

radiation power increases (2–4).

TABLE 1. Parameters of tin film samples.

Sample L, lm w, lm d, nm R4,2, X Rw, X Tc, K li, nm R300, X

Sn1 64 1.5 90 3.05 0.071 3.834 174 59

SnW5 92 42 120 0.14 0.064 3.789 145 2.27

SnW6 81 17 209 0.185 0.039 3.712 152 3.147

SnW8 84 25 136 0.206 0.061 3.816 148 3.425

SnW10 88 7 181 0.487 0.040 3.809 169 9.156

Note: L is the length; w the width; d the sample thickness; li the electron

mean free path, Rw¼R4.2w/L the resistance of the film on a square.
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result of entering vortices of its intrinsic magnetic flux cur-

rent, Im(T) is the maximum current of existence of a stable

uniform flow of intrinsic vortices or the current of formation

of the first phase-slip line. In Fig. 1 it is seen that the current

Ic(P) (see Fig. 1, CVC 2) is significantly higher than

Ic(P¼ 0) (see Fig. 1, CVC 1), and Im(P)> Im(P¼ 0). Thus,

under external radiation both Ic and Im increase.8

4.1. The critical current

For a narrow channel Sn1 of the width of w¼ 1.5 lm at

T/Tc¼ 0.994 and w/k?(T¼ 3.812 K)¼ 0.28 as a function of

the reduced power P/Pc of microwave radiation the relative

magnitude of the effect of stimulation of the critical super-

conducting current Ic(P)/Ic(0) is shown in Fig. 2 for various

frequencies of an external radiation. Here, Pc is the mini-

mum power at which Ic(P¼Pc)¼ 0. The curve 3 corre-

sponds to a low enough frequency of radiation, 3.7 GHz,

the curve 2 is plotted for the radiation frequency of 8.1 GHz;

the curve 1 corresponds to the frequency of 15.4 GHz. The

arrows indicate the values of powers under which the maxi-

mal effect of stimulation Ic was observed for each of the radi-

ation frequencies. For the radiation frequency f¼ 3.7 GHz the

reduced power of microwave radiation, at which a maximum

of the effect is observed, equals P/Pc¼ 0.25. For the

frequency f¼ 8.1 GHz, P/Pc¼ 0.51, and for f¼ 15.4 GHz,

P/Pc¼ 0.61. It is seen that with increasing the radiation fre-

quency the reduced power, at which a maximum of the stimu-

lation effect is observed, increases.21 Unfortunately, in the

stimulation theory3 a reduction of the effect, after the

maximum, with increasing the radiation power is not consid-

ered. Therefore, a shift of maximal manifestation of super-

conductivity stimulation under electromagnetic radiation

towards higher power with increasing the frequency the

theory3 cannot explain.

The reduced excess of the critical current as a function

of the radiation frequency for films of different width is

shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that with increasing the frequency

the effect of exceeding the critical current Icmax(P) over

Ic(P¼ 0) increases for both narrow (curves 1 and 2) and

wide (curve 3) films. With further increase of the frequency

this dependence passes through a maximum and then begins

to decrease (not shown here). It should be noted that the fre-

quency at which the maximum effect of stimulation of the

critical current is observed, decreases with increasing the

film width (for Sn1 the maximum frequency is about 30

GHz, and for SnW5 about 15 GHz).

It is interesting to note that for the film Sn1 (see Fig. 3,

curve 1) the calculation of the lower cutoff frequency of

stimulation fL from Eq. (11) gives the value of 3 GHz (indi-

cated in Fig. 3 by a symbol D), which corresponds well to

the experiment, as was shown previously for narrow chan-

nels.15 It is important to emphasize that for the calculation of

the lower cutoff frequency of stimulation for the sample

Sn1, the value se¼ 8.3� 10�10 s typical of this series of

samples was used.

The dependencies of the reduced critical current Ic(P)/

Ic(0) on the reduced power P/Pc of a microwave field

for different radiation frequencies for the widest sample

SnW10 of the width of 7 lm at a temperature T¼ 3.777 K

FIG. 2. The dependence of the relative critical current Ic(P)/Ic(0) in the sam-

ple Sn1 on the reduced microwave radiation power P/PC at T¼ 3.812 K for

different radiation frequencies f, GHz: 15.4 (�), 8.1 (�), 3.7 (�) (Ic(0) is

the critical current of the film at P¼ 0; PC is the minimum power of electro-

magnetic radiation at which Ic(P)¼ 0).

FIG. 3. The reduced value of exceeding the maximum critical current

Icmax(P) over Ic(0) as a function of the radiation frequency for the samples

Sn1(�), SnW10 (�) and SnW5 (�) at t¼T/Tc	 0.99; the values of lower

cutoff frequencies of superconductivity stimulation calculated by Eq. (11)

for the samples Sn1 ðDÞ, SnW10 ð�Þ and SnW5 ð�Þ.
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(T/Tc¼ 0.992) are shown in Fig. 4. At this temperature

w/k?¼ 3.56, i.e., less than 4. As shown in Refs. 13 and 20,

at this temperature, the sample SnW10 is still a narrow chan-

nel and there is no resistive part, caused by the motion of

Pearl vortices, in its current-voltage characteristics. Indeed,

the dependencies 1 and 2 in Fig. 4 do not differ qualitatively

from those curves in Fig. 2. The arrows in Fig. 4 have the

same meaning as in Fig. 2. In Fig. 4 it is seen that on increas-

ing the radiation frequency the reduced power at which the

maximum effect of superconductivity stimulation is

observed, increases as it was for a narrow channel.

Moreover, the calculation of the lower cutoff frequency

from Eq. (11) gives the value of 4.8 GHz (denoted by a sym-

bol �), which also agrees quite well with the experimental

value fL, as seen in Fig. 3 (curve 2). It is important to note

that to calculate the lower cutoff frequency of stimulation

for the sample SnW10, the value se¼ 4.3� 10�10 s typical

of this series of samples was used.

In Fig. 4, the experimental dependence (�) was obtained

for the relatively low radiation frequency (f¼ 0.63 GHz).

This frequency is below the cutoff frequency of the effect of

superconductivity stimulation, fL, so there is only a suppres-

sion of Ic with increasing P. Since in these experimental con-

ditions the sample SnW10 is a narrow channel, it is

interesting to compare the experimental dependence (�) and

the theoretical curve 3. In Ref. 22 it is shown that for super-

conducting films, the critical current of which is equal to the

depairing current of Ginzburg-Landau, the following de-

pendence of the critical current on the radiation power of

electromagnetic field is valid:

IcðP;xÞ=IcðTÞ ¼ ½1� ðP=PcðxÞÞ�1=2

� ½1� ð2P=ððxsDÞ2PcðxÞÞ�1=2; (21)

at xsD� 1. In our case xsD	 24 and the calculated depend-

ence (21) is shown in Fig. 4 by a dashed curve 3. It is seen

that it agrees quite well with the experimental dependence

(�) and confirms the conclusion made in Ref. 20 that at

w/k?< 4 films are narrow channels. On lowering the temper-

ature of the sample SnW10 below the crossover temperature

Tcros1,20 the relation w/k? increases and becomes slightly

greater than 4. This is due to a gradual decrease of k?(T)

upon changing the temperature far away from Tc. As a result,

the distribution of the transport current over the width of the

film becomes non-uniform, but not enough to significantly

affect the behavior of the film in an electromagnetic field,

and consequently the form of Ic(P). To observe significant

differences it is necessary to lower significantly the tempera-

ture, but the effect of superconductivity stimulation

decreases markedly in this case. This is due to a decrease in

the number of excited quasiparticles above the gap.3,15,17

Therefore, to further investigate the effect of supercon-

ductivity stimulation an initially wider film (the SnW5 sam-

ple of the width of 42 lm) should be taken. In Fig. 5 for this

sample at T/Tc¼ 0.988 and w/k? (T¼ 3.744 K)¼ 20 there are

dependencies of the reduced critical current Ic(P)/Ic(0) on the

reduced power P/Pc of a microwave field with different radi-

ation frequencies. The meaning of the arrows is the same as

in Figs. 2 and 4. Fig. 5 shows that the reduced power, at

which the maximum effect of superconductivity stimulation

is observed, increases with the radiation frequency.21

Moreover, it is seen that descending parts of the dependen-

cies 1, 3–5 in Fig. 5 differ from those in Figs. 2 and 4 by a

curvature sign: in Figs. 2 and 4, descending parts of the

curves are convex, while in Fig. 5 they are concave. The

curve 5 was obtained at the radiation frequency f¼ 5.6 GHz,

and in this case the stimulation effect was not observed. The

dotted curve 2 shows the calculated dependence Ic(P) by

Eq. (21) for the SnW5 film if the transport current in it was

distributed uniformly over its width. It is seen that the curves

2 and 5 are significantly different from each other. Therefore,

the concavity of the descending part of the experimental de-

pendence 5 may well be attributed to the non-uniform current

distribution across the width of the film.

In Fig. 5 the dependencies 1, 3 and 4 were obtained for

radiation frequencies 15.2, 11.9, and 9.2 GHz, respectively.

FIG. 4. The dependence of the relative critical current Ic(P)/Ic(0) in the sam-

ple SnW10 on the reduced microwave radiation power P/PC at T¼ 3.777 K

for different radiation frequencies f, GHz: 12.91 (�), 6.15 (�), 0.63 (�);

dashed curve 3 is the dependence Ic(P)/Ic(0) (P/PC) calculated by Eq. (21).

FIG. 5. The dependence of the relative critical current Ic(P)/Ic(0) in the sam-

ple SnW5 on the reduced microwave radiation power P/PC at T¼ 3.744 R
for different radiation frequencies f, GHz: 15.2 (�), 11.9 (�), 9.2 (�), 5.6

(�). The dashed curve 2 is the dependence Ic(P)/Ic(0) (P/PC) calculated by

Eq. (21).
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The concavity of descending parts can be associated, as for

the curve 5, with non-uniform current distribution over the

sample width.

Interestingly, in the narrow film Sn1 the stimulation

effect is already clearly seen at the radiation frequency

f¼ 3.7 GHz (see Fig. 2, curve 3), while in the film SnW5 it

is not observed even at f¼ 5.6 GHz (see Fig. 5, curve 5). The

calculation of fL for the film by the formula (11) gives the

value of 5.1 GHz, which no longer corresponds to the experi-

mental value of 8.0 GHz. It is important to emphasize that

for calculation of the lower cutoff frequency of stimulation

of the sample SnW5, the value se¼ 4� 10�10 s typical of

this series of samples was used.

The dependencies Ic(P) in relative units for films of dif-

ferent widths for the same experimental conditions are shown

in Fig. 6. The arrows in Fig. 6 have the same meaning as in

Figs. 2 and 4. In Fig. 6 it is seen that with growth of the film

width the ratio P/Pc, at which there is a maximum stimulation

effect, is reduced, and the effect of stimulation of the critical

current in wider films is observed at lower radiation power,

since in the microwave range the value of Pc is practically in-

dependent of frequency.16,22 Fig. 7 shows the dependence of

power region of external radiation, DP/Pc, where the effect of

stimulation of the critical current is observed, on the film

width w at a fixed radiation frequency and temperature. From

the data in the figure it follows that as the film width

increases the power range DP, where the effect of supercon-

ductivity stimulation is observed, is reduced. Therefore, one

can assume that for rather wide films (w> 100 lm) the effect

of superconductivity stimulation can be practically unrealiz-

able in experiment as due to a very narrow power range of

existence of this effect and because of its small size.

4.2. A maximum current of the existence of vortex resistivity

In Sec. 4.1 we have found out how electromagnetic radi-

ation affects the critical current Ic of films of different

widths. Another important characteristic current of a wide

film is the so-called maximum current of the existence of

vortex resistivity Im. Experimentally the current Im was stud-

ied in Ref. 20 and has the form6

ImðTÞ ¼ CIGL
c ðTÞ1nð�1=2Þð2w=k?ðTÞÞ: (22)

To date there is no theory of superconductivity stimula-

tion, and therefore, at present the results of experimental

studies of stimulation of Im(T) cannot be compared with the-

oretical predictions. However, form Eq. (22) obtained for the

equilibrium (without external radiation) current Im(T), it can

be assumed that the behavior of Im(P,f) in an electromagnetic

field is determined by the effect of the radiation on IGL
c ðTÞ

and k?(T).

Upon stimulation of superconductivity IGL
c ðTÞ increases,

and k?(T), according to general considerations (stimulation

of Tc), must decrease. The reduction rate of k?(T) also

depends on the proximity of the operating temperature T to

Tc, other things being equal. Thus, it is clear qualitatively

that the rate of increasing Im(P) must be lower than the

growth rate of Ic(P)

Fig. 8 shows the experimental dependencies Ic(P) and

Im(P) for the film SnW5.23 The inset shows the initial parts

of the curves for a more visual representation of the growth

rate of Ic(P) and Im(P). In the figure it is seen that indeed

with increasing the radiation power of the film its critical

current Ic(P) increases faster than the current Im(P). The

question arises whether there is enough change in k? under

electromagnetic radiation to suppress the growth of Im(P) in

comparison with an increase of Ic(P). An estimation of

changes in k?(P) at the relative temperature at which the

curve in Fig. 8 was measured, indicates that they are suffi-

ciently small, and in accordance with Eq. (22) they cannot

slow down significantly an increase of Im(P). Therefore,

there must be another reason. An analysis of experimental

data suggests that the reason may be the non-uniformity of

the current distribution over the film width and the presence

of resistive vortex background, which affects Im. This back-

ground also depends on an external radiation, what Eq. (22)

for the equilibrium current Im ignores. In this context, it is

necessary to draw attention to the fundamental difference

between Ic and Im. Ic always appears against a background of

the pure superconducting state. So due to the transverse

Meissner effect it is always first achieved at the film edges.

And the larger its width with respect to k?, the more inho-

mogeneous distribution of the transport current is in it. In

FIG. 6. The dependence of the relative critical current Ic(P)/Ic(0) on the

reduced microwave radiation power P/PC with the frequency f¼ 9.2 GHz at

t¼T/Tc	 0.99 in different samples: SnW5 (�), SnW6 (�) and SnW10 (�).

FIG. 7. A region of external radiation power DP/Pc, where the effect of

stimulation of the critical current is observed, as a function of the film width

w for the frequency of 9.2 GHz at T/Tc	 0.99.
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contrast, the current Im is the maximum current at which a

uniform flow of vortices across the film is still possible. The

presence of a moving vortex lattice makes the distribution of

the superconducting current across the film more uniform,

although specific.6 Thus, in a wide film being in a vortex-

free state at I� Ic the current is always more non-uniformly

distributed over the width than in the same film in the pres-

ence of intrinsic vortices for the currents Ic< I� Im. Because

of the above reasons, there is a need of new theory of none-

quilibrium state of a wide film, which could take into

account the non-uniform distribution of the transport current

and the order parameter over the film width in calculating

Ic(P,f) and the presence of the vortex resistivity R(P,f) when

calculating Im(P,f).

5. Temperature dependencies of currents stimulated by
microwave radiation in wide tin films

5.1. The critical current

This section presents results of systematic study of the

critical current stimulation in wide superconducting films. It

is established that the main properties of superconductivity

stimulation in wide films with non-uniform current distribu-

tion over the cross section of a sample and those in narrow

channels are very similar.19,24 A relative moderation of the

current non-uniformity in wide films near Tc allowed for

using, with a little change, the theory of superconductivity

stimulation in spatially homogeneous systems to interpret

experimental results in wide films.

Fig. 9 shows experimental temperature dependencies

of the critical current for the sample SnW10.24 At first, a

behavior of Ic(T) without an external electromagnetic field

(see Fig. 9, (�)) is considered. A width of the film SnW10 is

relatively small (w¼ 7 lm), so in the temperature range

Tcros1< T<Tc¼ 3.809 K close enough to Tc, the sample

behaves like a narrow channel, and the critical current is

equal to the depairing current of Ginzburg-Landau

IGL
c ðTÞ/ ð1�T=TP

c Þ
3=2

which indicates the high quality of

the sample. The crossover temperature Tcros1¼ 3.769 K cor-

responds to the transition of the sample in the wide film re-

gime: at T<Tcros1 there is a vortex part in the CVC. The

temperature dependence Ic(T) at T<Tcros1 initially retains

the form (1�T/Tc)
3/2, although the value of Ic(T) turns out

to be less than the depairing current IGL
c ðTÞ due to the

appearance of a non-uniform distribution of the current den-

sity and its decrease far away from the film edges. Finally,

when T<Tcros2¼ 3.717 K the temperature dependence of

the critical current becomes linear IcðTÞ ¼ IAL
c ðTÞ ¼ 9:12

� 101ð1� T=TcÞmA, which corresponds to the Aslamazov-

Lempitsky theory.6 The latter fact confirms our earlier con-

clusion about the high quality of the film sample SnW10.

For measurements in a microwave field24 the radiation

power was chosen in such a way that the critical current

IP
c ðTÞ was maximal. Consider the behavior of IP

c ðTÞ in the

sample SnW10 in a microwave field with a frequency f¼ 9.2

GHz (Fig. 9, (�)). In the temperature range ðTP
cros1ð9:2GHzÞ

<T<TP
c ð9:2GHzÞÞ ðTP

cros1ð9:2GHzÞ¼3:744K; TP
c ð9:2GHzÞ

¼3:818KÞÞ there is no vortex part in the CVC, i.e., the

sample behaves as a narrow channel. Note that

TP
cros1ð9:2GHzÞ<Tcros1ðP¼0Þ, whereas Tc<TP

c , i.e., at opti-

mal stimulation the narrow channel regime retains in a

FIG. 8. The dependence of the critical current Ic (�) and the maximum cur-

rent of existence of the vortex resistivity Im (�) for the sample SnW5 on the

reduced microwave power P/PC with the frequency f¼ 12.89 GHz at

T¼ 3.748 K. The inset shows an enlarged fragment of the above-mentioned

dependencies.

FIG. 9. The experimental temperature dependence of the critical currents

Ic(P¼ 0) (�), Ic(f¼ 9.2 GHz) (�), and Ic(f¼ 12.9 GHz) (�) for the sample

SnW10. The theoretical dependence IGL
c ðTÞ ¼ 7:07� 102ð1� T=TcÞ3=2

mA

calculated by Eq. (19),25,26 (curve 1); calculated dependence IcðTÞ ¼
5:9� 102ð1� T=TcÞ3=2

mA (curve 2); theoretical dependence IAL
c ðTÞ ¼

9:12� 101ð1� T=TcÞ mA calculated by Eq. (27),6 (straight line 3); theoreti-

cal dependence Ic(f¼ 9.2 GHz) calculated by Eq. (16) and fitting depend-

ence IcðTÞ ¼ 6:5� 102ð1� T=3:818Þ3=2
mA (curve 4); theoretical

dependence Ic(f¼ 12.9 GHz) calculated by Eq. (16), and fitting dependence

IcðTÞ ¼ 6:7� 102ð1� T=3:822Þ3=2
mA (curve 5); theoretical dependence

Ic(f¼ 9.2 GHz) calculated by Eq. (16) normalized by the curve 2, and fitting

dependence IcðTÞ ¼ 5:9� 102ð1� T=3:818Þ3=2
mA (curve 6); calculated

dependence IcðTÞ ¼ 9:4� 101ð1� T=3:818Þ mA (straight line 7).
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broader temperature range than in the equilibrium condition.

In the temperature range T

 ¼3:760<T<TP
c the experi-

mental values of IP
c ðTÞ (see Fig. 9, (�)) are in good agree-

ment with those calculated by Eq. (16) (Fig. 9, curve 4), in

which the microwave power (the value of a) is a fitting

parameter.19

However, at T<T** the experimental values of IP
c ðTÞ

are lower than the theoretical curve 4. It should be noted that

such a deviation from the theory was observed in the study

of narrow aluminum film channels.14 Nevertheless, the ex-

perimental points fall well on the curve 6 (Fig. 9). This curve

is calculated by the formula (16), normalized by an addi-

tional numerical factor which has provided consent to this

formula at zero microwave field to the equilibrium critical

current Ic(T). The authors of Ref. 19 consider this as a form

factor, which is understood as an estimate of non-uniformity

of the current distribution over the film width. Finally, at

temperatures T < TP
cros2ð9:2 GHzÞ ¼ 3:717 K the tempera-

ture dependence of the stimulated critical current becomes

linear (Fig. 9, straight line 7).

Fig. 9 also shows the temperature dependence of the

highest stimulated critical current of the sample SnW10 at a

higher radiation frequency f¼ 12.9 GHz (Fig. 9, (�)).24 It

can be seen that, as in a narrow channel, the highest stimu-

lated critical current increases with the radiation frequency.

Note that at the given radiation frequency there is no vortex

part in the CVC over the entire temperature range investi-

gated (up to temperatures T¼ 3.700 K and even a bit lower).

In other words, in the temperature range TP
cros1ð12:9 GHzÞ <

T < TP
c ð12:9 GHzÞ (TP

cros1ð12:9 GHzÞ < 3:700 K and it is not

shown in Fig. 9; TP
c ð12:9 GHzÞ ¼ 3:822 K) the sample

behaves as a narrow channel. Note that TP
cros1ð12:9GHzÞ

<TP
cros1ð9:2GHzÞ<Tcros1ðP¼ 0Þ, whereas Tc < TP

c ð9:2GHzÞ
<TP

c ð12:9GHzÞ. Thus, in conditions of optimal stimulation

of superconductivity the temperature range where the sample

behaves as a narrow channel increases with the radiation

frequency.24

It is also important to note that the experimental depend-

ence IP
c ðTÞ (�) at f¼ 12.9 GHz is in good agreement with

the theoretical one obtained in calculating the stimulated

critical current by Eq. (16) for a narrow channel (Fig. 9,

curve 5) over the entire temperature range, and is well

approximated by the dependence Ic(T)¼ 6.7� 102� (1� T/

3.822)3/2 mA. Hence, it follows that the temperature TP
cros1 of

the transition to the wide film regime, where the vortex

region appears in the CVC, as well as the deviation tempera-

ture T** of the experimental dependence IP
c ðTÞ from the de-

pendence, calculated by Eq. (16), decrease with increasing

the radiation frequency.24

Fig. 10 presents the temperature dependencies of the

critical current Ic for the sample SnW8.24 First, consider

behavior of Ic(T) without an external electromagnetic field.

A width of the film is large enough (w¼ 25 lm), so this sam-

ple is a narrow channel only in the immediate vicinity of

Tc¼ 3.816 K, and at T< Tcros1¼ 3.808 K behaves as a wide

film. At Tcros2¼ 3.740 K< T<Tcros1 the temperature de-

pendence of the critical current has the form (1�T/Tc)
3/2,

although the value of Ic is less than IGL
c . At T< Tcros2 the

temperature dependence of the critical current becomes lin-

ear and corresponds to the Aslamazov-Lempitsky theory:6

IcðTÞ ¼ IAL
c ðTÞ ¼ 1:47 � 102ð1� T=TcÞmA.

In a microwave field with a frequency f¼ 15.2 GHz,

similar to the narrow sample SnW10, there is an increase of

the critical temperature TP
c ð15:2 GHzÞ ¼ 3:835 K and a no-

ticeable decrease of crossover temperatures: TP
cros1 ¼

3:738 K and TP
cros2 ¼ 3:720 K. At the same time, in order to

achieve a good agreement between the experimental depend-

ence of the highest stimulated critical current IP
c ðTÞ and

Eq. (16), it is necessary to normalize this formula by the

measured equilibrium (P¼ 0) critical current Ic(T)¼ 1.0

� 103(1� T/Tc)
3/2 mA over the entire temperature range

measured (Fig. 10, curve 3). In this temperature range, the

critical current can be approximated by the dependence:

Ic(T)¼ 1.0� 103(1�T/3.835)3/2 mA. When T < TP
cros2 the

temperature dependence IP
c ðTÞ is linear (Fig. 10, straight line

4). From the data in Fig. 10 it follows that under stimulation

of superconductivity by a microwave field even a fairly wide

film behaves as a narrow channel down to low temperatures

than that without radiation (TP
cros1 < Tcros1); the vortex region

in the CVC in this temperature range is also absent.24

A qualitative similarity between obtained in Refs. 19

and 24 results of studies of wide films and experimental

results of studies of narrow channels,15 and the ability to

quantitatively describe the temperature dependence of IP
c in

wide films using equations of the Eliashberg theory suggest

that the mechanism of the stimulation effect is common for

both wide films and narrow channels.19,24 It lies in increas-

ing the energy gap, caused by the redistribution of nonequili-

brium quasiparticles to higher energies under a microwave

field.3 This conclusion is not entirely obvious for wide films

with a non-uniform current distribution across the sample

width.

A similarity of stimulation mechanisms in narrow chan-

nels and wide films can be supported by the following obser-

vations. Despite an increase of the current density, near the

edges of a wide film the main current, both transport and

induced by a microwave field, is distributed over the entire

FIG. 10. The experimental temperature dependencies of the critical currents

Ic(P¼ 0) (�), Ic(f¼ 15.2 GHz) (�) for the sample SnW8: calculated de-

pendence Ic(T)¼ 1.0� 103(1�T/Tc)
3/2 mA (curve 1); theoretical depend-

ence IAL
c ðTÞ ¼ 1:47� 102ð1� T=TcÞ3=2

mA calculated by Eq. (27),6

(straight line 2); theoretical dependence Ic(f¼ 15.2 GHz) calculated by Eq.

(16) normalized by the curve 1, and fitting dependence Ic(T)¼ 1.0

� 103(1�T/3.835)3/2 mA (curve 3); calculated dependence Ic(T)¼ 1.72

� 102(1�T/3.835) mA (straight line 4).
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film width. Thus, the nonequilibrium of quasiparticles in a

wide film, as in a narrow channel, is excited by a microwave

field within an entire volume of a superconductor, and there-

fore, the effect of stimulation in wide films undergoes a cer-

tain quantitative modification due to non-uniform current

distribution. In this regard, we emphasize a significant differ-

ence in the conditions of formation of nonequilibrium under

a microwave field in wide films and bulk superconductors, in

which up to now the effect of stimulation was not observed.

In the latter case, the total current is concentrated in a thin

Meissner layer of the thickness of k near the surface of the

metal, which leads to an additional relaxation mechanism:

the spatial diffusion of nonequilibrium quasiparticles excited

by the microwave field, from the surface into the equilibrium

volume. An intensity of this mechanism is determined by

time during which quasiparticles sD(T)¼ k2(T)/D leave

Meissner layer, which at typical temperature is three to four

orders of magnitude less than the inelastic relaxation time.

This high efficiency of the diffusion mechanism of relaxa-

tion, apparently, leads to suppression of the effect of stimula-

tion in bulk superconducting samples.19

The current state of a wide film, despite the semblance

with the Meissner state of a bulk current-carrying supercon-

ductor is qualitatively different from the latter. While in a

bulk superconductor the transport current is concentrated in

a thin surface layer and decays exponentially at a distance of

the London penetration depth k(T) away from the surface, in

a wide film the current is distributed over its entire width w
according to approximating power law [x(w� x)]�1/2, where

x is the transverse coordinate.6 Thus, the characteristic

length k?(T)¼ 2k2(T)/d (d is the film thickness), called in

the theory of the current state of wide films usually as a pen-

etration depth of perpendicular magnetic field, in fact defines

not a spatial scale of the current decay for outgoing from the

edges, but a magnitude of the edge of the edge current den-

sity, acting as a “cutoff” factor in the above-mentioned law

of the current density distribution at distances x, w� x� k?
away from the film edges.19

Being based on a qualitative difference between the cur-

rent states in bulk and thin-film superconductors, one can

argue that moderate non-uniformity of the current distribu-

tion in wide films does not cause fatal consequences for the

effect of stimulation, and that the diffusion of nonequili-

brium quasiparticles excited in the whole bulk of a film,

making only minor quantitative deviations from the

Eliashberg theory.19

The authors of Ref. 19 used a modeling approach to

account for these deviations by introducing a numerical form

factor of the current distribution in Eq. (16) for the stimu-

lated critical current of Eliashberg. They evaluated this form

factor by fitting the limiting case of Eq. (16) at zero-power

microwave radiation, i.e., Eq. (17) for measured values of

the equilibrium critical current. They then used the obtained

values of the form factor in Eq. (16) for P 6¼ 0, to yield a

good agreement with the experimental data (see Fig. 9).

Noteworthy is the question of how the Eliashberg’s

mechanism “works” in a wide film in narrow channels the

superconductivity is destroyed due to the mechanism of ho-

mogeneous depairing of Ginzburg-Landau, while in a wide

film the superconductivity is destroyed due to the emergence

of vortices. We believe that in this case the stimulation of

the energy gap leads to a corresponding increase of the bar-

rier for entering vortices, and that stimulates the critical cur-

rent in a wide film.19 It is interesting to note that there are no

significant features in the curves Ic(T), when upon decreasing

the temperature the films go from the regime of a narrow

channel to the regime of a wide vortex film. One can there-

fore conclude that the transition between the regimes of a

uniform depairing and vortex resistivity affect neither the

value nor the temperature dependences of the critical

current.

To complete the discussion of the effect of superconduc-

tivity stimulation, we attract an attention to the empirical

fact that all the theoretical curves for IP
c ðTÞ, derived from the

equations of the Eliashberg theory, are well approximated by

a power law ð1� T=TP
c Þ

3=2
. This law is very similar to the

temperature dependence of the depairing current of

Ginzburg-Landau, in which the critical temperature Tc is

replaced with its stimulated value TP
c . The explicit expres-

sions for such approximating dependencies with numerical

coefficients are given in the captions to Figs. 9 and 10.

The other important result of these studies is significant

expansion of temperature range near the superconducting

transition temperature, where a film behaves as a narrow

channel during stimulation of superconductivity: In a micro-

wave field, the crossover temperature in the wide film re-

gime TP
cros1 is significantly reduced compared to its

equilibrium value Tcros1, while TP
c > Tc. At first glance, this

result is somewhat contrary to the criterion of the transition

between the different regimes of a superconducting film:

w¼ 4k?(Tcros1),13 since an increase of the energy gap upon

radiation implies a reduction of the k? and, consequently,

reduction of the characteristic size of vortices. This obvi-

ously makes easier the conditions for entry of vortices into a

film. Consequently, the crossover temperature is expected to

increase in a microwave field. However, it appears that the

mechanism of an influence of microwave radiation on vorti-

ces is somewhat different. So, it was found that a wide film

with a vortex region in CVC under a microwave field

behaves like a narrow channel: The vortex region in CVC

disappears (see, e.g., Fig. 9, (�)). It should be noted that this

kind of CVC may be in two cases. In the first case, under the

influence of a microwave field there is delay in motion of

vortices up to the point of their termination, i.e., vortices

appear, but under a microwave radiation, they do not move.

In the second case the vortices do not appear at all. Turn

back to Fig. 9. In the temperature range Tcros1¼ 3.769 K

<T<Tc¼ 3.809 K without microwave radiation the sample

SnW10 is a narrow channel. Under microwave field with the

frequency f¼ 12.9 GHz in this sample there is an increase of

the critical current (stimulation of superconductivity) (see

Fig. 9 (�)). At the same time, it is important to emphasize

that the temperature dependence of the stimulated critical

current agrees well with the theoretical dependence IP
c ðTÞ

(see Fig. 9, curve 5), plotted in accordance with the

Eliashberg theory for a narrow superconducting channel

with a uniform current distribution over the cross section of

the sample. It is interesting to note that this theoretical de-

pendence coincides well with experimental points (see Fig. 9

(�)) not only in the temperature range Tcros1¼ 3.769 K

<T<Tc¼ 3.809 K, in which the sample SnW10 is a narrow

channel in the absence of microwave radiation, but at much
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lower temperatures (up to T< 3.700 K). This behavior of

IP
c ðTÞ suggests that under the microwave field of f¼ 12.9 GHz

in the temperature range 3:700 K < T < TP
c there are no vor-

tices in the sample SnW10. Otherwise, in Fig. 9, in the tem-

perature range 3.700 K< T< 3.769 K the values of IP
c ðTÞ

would be lower compared with the theoretical curve 5 calcu-

lated within the Eliashberg theory. Moreover, the crossover

would be seen in the dependence IP
c ðTÞ upon entering vorti-

ces. The suppression of vortex resistivity in a wide film by a

microwave field is discussed in more detail in Ref. 25.

Thus, referring to Fig. 9, one can say the following.

For the radiation frequency f¼ 12.9 GHz the maximum

value of IP
c ðTÞ in the sample SnW10 is realized at high

(P/Pc¼ 0.45) power of an external microwave field, which

prevents the formation of vortices, so the sample behaves

as a narrow channel in the temperature range from TP
c

up to T< 3.700 K. In this case, the curve 5 in Fig. 9, plot-

ted using Eq. (16) of the Eliashberg theory for a narrow

channel, and giving the depairing current density of

Ginzburg-Landau at P¼ 0 is in a good agreement with the

experimental curve IP
c ðTÞ (Fig. 9, (�)). On this basis, it

can be argued that in this case due to a microwave field

the sample becomes a narrow channel (there is no vortex

region in CVC and IP
c ðTÞ is fully consistent with the for-

mula (16) of the Eliashberg theory, assuming a uniform

distribution of the superconducting current over the cross

section of the sample).

As the radiation frequency (f¼ 9.2 GHz) decreases the

power at which the maximum value of IP
c ðTÞ is realized and

consequently its influence are reduced. This leads to a smaller

decrease of TP
cros1 with respect to Tcros1. It is important to note

that in this case too, the experimental dependence IP
c ðTÞ (see

Fig. 9, (�)) agrees quite well with the curve 4 in Fig. 9, plotted

according to Eq. (16) for a narrow channel, up to the tempera-

ture of T**¼ 3.760 K< Tcros1¼ 3.769 K. At temperatures

TP
cros1 < T < T

 for the sample SnW10 there is no vortex

region in CVC, but IP
c ðTÞ deviates downward from the theoret-

ical curve 4 in Fig. 9 plotted for a narrow channel and normal-

ized in such a way that it gives the depairing current of

Ginzburg-Landau at P¼ 0.

As can be seen from Eqs. (17) and (18) in the Eliashberg

theory the expression for the critical current at P¼ 0, stimu-

lated by a microwave field, transforms to the formula for the

depairing current of Ginzburg-Landau. Like the whole

theory, this is true only in the case of a narrow channel. At

the same time, at temperatures T< Tcros1 the SnW10 film

reveals itself as wide (there appear a vortex region in CVC),

the distribution of the superconducting current over its cross

section becomes non-uniform, and the critical current

Ic(T)¼ 5.9� 102(1�T/Tc)
3/2 mA of this film at P¼ 0 is less

than the depairing current IcðTÞ ¼ 5:9 � 102ð1� T=TcÞ3=2

mA, although the temperature dependence is preserved. It is

interesting to note that IGL
c ðTÞ ¼ 7:07 � 102ð1� T=TcÞ3=2

for the sample SnW10. In this case, it turns out that if a nor-

malization factor in Eq. (16) is introduced so that at P¼ 0 it

will give not IGL
c ðTÞ but Ic(T), then using the formula one

can plot a curve (see Fig. 9, curve 6), which is in a good

agreement with the experimental dependence IP
c ðTÞ. It

should be noted that in this case, the normalization factor is

0.83.19 An introduction of a universal normalization factor

over the entire temperature range Tcros2< T<Tcros1 is

possible due to the fact that the temperature dependence

IP
c ðTÞ, described by Eq. (16), although is quite complex, yet

is numerically very close to the law / ð1�T=TP
c Þ

3=2
, which

at P¼ 0 transforms to the dependence IcðTÞ / ð1�T=TcÞ3=2

for a wide film.

A similar situation is observed for a much wider film

SnW8. This sample is a narrow channel only in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the Tc. Therefore, for temperatures

T<Tcros1¼ 3.808 K Eq. (16) gives the values of the stimu-

lated critical current that do not coincide with the experi-

mental values of IP
c ðTÞ. However, for normalization of Eq.

(16) to the equilibrium critical current Ic(T)¼ 1� 103(1� T/

Tc)
3/2 mA at P¼ 0 there is also a good agreement between

theory and experiment (Fig. 10, curve 3). Note that in this

case too, the normalization factor of Eq. (16) of the

Eliashberg theory is the same as the ratio IcðTÞ=IGL
c ðTÞ.

Thus, we conclude that if the equilibrium critical current

(P¼ 0) of a wide film has the temperature dependence Ic(T)

/ (1� T/Tc)
3/2, typical for a narrow channel, then using the

formula of the Eliashberg theory, normalized to Ic(T), one

can well describe the experimentally measured dependencies

of the stimulated critical current IP
c ðTÞ, which are numeri-

cally very close to ð1� T=TP
c Þ

3=2
. In the temperature range

T < TP
cros2, where the temperature dependence of the critical

current for a wide film is linear, Ic(T) / 1�T/Tc, the temper-

ature dependence of the stimulated critical current is also lin-

ear: IP
c ðTÞ / 1� T=TP

c . These facts, albeit indirectly, confirm

the hypothesis that the mechanism of superconductivity stim-

ulation in wide films is the same as in narrow channels.

5.2. The current of phase-slip processes

This section presents the results of experimental study

of stimulation of the current at which the first PSL, Im(T), is

formed, in a wide temperature range under an external

microwave radiation of different frequencies.23

Taking into account the fact that there is no theory of

superconductivity stimulation in wide films, one can try at

least qualitatively to describe the effect of microwave radia-

tion on the current Im(T) using the following considerations.

In studies of the critical current stimulation in superconduct-

ing films with different width, the following experimental

facts were obtained.24 In narrow channel, the equilibrium

critical current has the temperature dependence IGL
c ðTÞ

/ ð1� T=TcÞ3=2
. At the same time, the stimulated critical

current IP
c ðTÞ of this channel, perfectly described by the

Eliashberg theory,3,9–12 can be well approximated by the de-

pendence IP
c ðTÞ / ð1� T=TP

c Þ
3=2

.14 Here, TP
c is the stimu-

lated critical temperature. In a wide (vortex) film near Tc the

temperature dependence of the equilibrium critical current is

Ic(T) / (1� T/Tc)
3/2.20 It turns out that the critical current

stimulated by a microwave field in this case can also

be well approximated by a similar dependence: IP
c ðTÞ

/ ð1� T=TP
c Þ

3=2
.24 When T<Tcros2 in a wide film there is a

linear temperature dependence of the equilibrium critical

current.20 Almost at the same temperatures the stimulated

critical current can also be approximated by the linear de-

pendence IP
c ðTÞ / ð1� T=TP

c Þ.
24 Based on the above experi-

mental facts, one can also try to approximate the

temperature dependencies of the current IP
mðTÞ, stimulated
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by a microwave field, by a dependence similar to Eq. (22)

for the equilibrium case.

Fig. 11 shows the experimental temperature dependencies

of the currents IP
mðTÞ in a microwave field and currents Im(T)

in the absence of the field for the sample SnW5.23 For clarity,

in Fig. 11(b) the results are shown for a narrower temperature

range near Tc than that in Fig. 11(a). A width of the film

SnW5 is large enough (w¼ 42 lm), so even for temperatures

T<Tcros2¼ 3.740 K there is a linear temperature dependence

of the critical current,20 what is close enough to Tc.

First, we consider the behavior of the current at which

the first PSL appears, Im(T), without an external electromag-

netic field (see Fig. 11, (�)). The solid curves 1 in these fig-

ures are calculations of Im(T) according to Eq. (22) with

taking into account the film parameters (see Table 1)

ImðTÞ ¼ 2:867 � 103ð1� T=TcÞ3=2 � 1:35 ½lnð2 � 42

�ð1� T=TcÞ=0:02532�1=2½mA�: (23)

As can be seen in Fig. 11, the experimental dependence

Im(T) is in a good agreement with calculated one (see curve

1).23 The experimental dependence of the current IP
mðTÞ at

the radiation frequency f¼ 9.2 GHz (see Fig. 11, (�)) is well

approximated by the dependence

IP
mðTÞ ¼ 2:869 � 103ð1� T=Tc

P
1 Þ

3=2 � 1:44

� ½1n ð2 � 42� ð1� T=Tc
P
1 Þ=0:02531��1=2½mA�;

(24)

similar to Eq. (22) (Fig. 11, curve 2). Here and in the calcu-

lation of the depairing current of Ginzburg-Landau, the

stimulated critical temperature TP
c1 ¼ 3:791 K was used. The

experimental dependence of the current IP
mðTÞ at the fre-

quency of an external electromagnetic field f¼ 12.9 GHz

(not shown due to space limitations) is well approximated by

ImðTÞ ¼ ð2:875 � 103 � ð1� T=Tc
P
3 Þ

3=2Þ � 1:28

� ½lnð2� 42� ð1� T=Tc
P
3 Þ=0:02529�ð�1=2Þ½mA�:

(25)

Here, the stimulated critical temperature TP
c3 ¼ 3:797 K was

also used. The experimental dependence of the current IP
mðTÞ

at the frequency of microwave field f¼ 15.2 GHz (see Fig.

11, (�)) is well approximated by

IP
mðTÞ ¼ 2:877� 103ð1� T=Tc

P
2 Þ

3=2 � 1:28

� ½ln ð2� 42� ð1� T=Tc
P
2 Þ=0:02528��1=2½mA�;

(26)

similar to Eq. (22) (Fig. 11(a), curve 3). Here, the stimulated

critical temperature TP
c2 ¼ 3:799 K was used.

For measurements of the current IP
mðTÞ of films in micro-

wave field the radiation power was chosen in such a way that

the critical current IP
c ðTÞ was maximal. In this case the cur-

rent IP
mðTÞ was also maximal due to some correlation of these

quantities.21

Since the theory,6 in which the definition Im(T) is intro-

duced, assumes a linear temperature dependence of the criti-

cal current

IAL
c ðTÞ ¼ 1:5IGL

c ð0Þðpk?ð0Þ=wÞ1=2ð1� T=TcÞ; (27)

then, strictly speaking, Eq. (22) should be applicable only in

the temperature range T< Tcros2, where such a dependence

of the critical current is observed. However, as seen in Fig.

11, Eq. (22) for the equilibrium dependence Im(T) and Eqs.

(24)–(26) for the case of stimulation of IP
mðTÞ by an electro-

magnetic field sufficiently well describe the experimental

dependencies in the case of T>Tcros2 too. This is obviously

due to the fact that at T<Tcros2 and T> Tcros2 the resistive

current states at I ’ Im differ little from each other: both of

these states are characterized by fairly uniform current distri-

bution over the width of the sample due to the quite dense

filling of the film by a lattice of vortices.23

Thus, the experimental temperature dependencies of the

stimulated current IP
mðTÞ are well approximated by Eqs.

(24)–(26), similar to formula (22) for the equilibrium case of

the Aslamazov-Lempitsky theory,6 where the critical tempera-

ture Tc is replaced by the stimulated critical temperature TP
c .23

Consider the behavior of IP
mðTÞ of the sample SnW5 in a

microwave field with the frequency f¼ 9.2 GHz (Fig. 11

(�)). It can be seen that upon irradiation of the film by

microwave power there is the stimulation of IP
mðT; f ¼

9:2 GHzÞ up to T¼ 3.708 K. At temperatures T< 3.708 R
the stimulation of IP

mðTÞ was not observed. For the irradiation

of the sample SnW5 by microwave field with the frequency

f¼ 12.9 GHz the stimulation of IP
mðT; f ¼ 12:9 GHzÞ is

observed up to T¼ 3.690 K. At lower temperatures the stim-

ulation of IP
mðTÞ was not found. For the irradiation of the

sample SnW5 by microwave field with the frequency

f¼ 15.2 GHz (Fig. 11, (�)) the stimulation of IP
mðT; f

FIG. 11. The experimental temperature dependencies of the maximum

current Im of existence of stationary uniform flow of intrinsic vortices of

transport current across the film SnW5: Im(T,P¼ 0) (�), IP
mðT; f ¼ 9:2 GHzÞ

(�) and IP
mðT; f ¼ 15:2 GHzÞ (�). Curve 1 is the theoretical dependence

(see Eq. (23)); curve 2 is the calculated dependence IP
mðT; f ¼ 9:2 GHzÞ (see

Eq. (24)); curve 3 is the calculated dependence IP
mðT; f ¼ 15:2 GHzÞ (see

Eq. (26)).
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¼ 15:2 GHzÞ is observed up to T¼ 3.655 K. At temperatures

T< 3.655 K the stimulation of IP
mðTÞ was not observed.

It should be noted that in Fig. 11 it is seen that IP
mðT; f

¼ 15:2 GHzÞ > IP
mðT; f ¼ 12:9 GHzÞ > IP

mðT; f ¼ 9:2 GHzÞ.
Thus, an absolute value of IP

mðTÞ increases with the radi-

ation frequency, and the temperature region of stimulation of

IP
mðTÞ is extended toward lower temperatures.23 By the way,

in the same way behaves a critical current IP
c ðTÞ.

24 Let us try

to find an explanation for this.

We take into account two factors. First of all, as already

noted, in wide films at I	 Im the current distribution across

the width of the film is close to uniform. In this case it is wise

to make use of the knowledge accumulated for narrow chan-

nels. Second, the source of stimulated critical parameters

IP
mðTÞ and IP

c ðTÞ of a superconductor is a non-equilibrium dis-

tribution function of quasiparticles over energy. In this case,

first of all the value of the energy gap increases.3,9–12

With taking into account the above arguments, in Fig. 12

the curve 1 represents a temperature dependence of the equi-

librium gap D0(T) (in frequency units), and the curves 2 and 3
show temperature dependences of the stimulated gap DP

mðTÞ
for the sample SnW5 at the radiation frequencies of 9.2 and

15.2 GHz, assuming a uniform distribution of the transport

current density over the cross section. In the figure it is seen

that the upper branch of the temperature dependence of the

energy gap stimulated in a superconductor, DP
mðTÞ, intersects

with a similar dependence of the equilibrium gap D0(T).

Moreover, the higher the radiation frequency, the lower in the

temperature is the point of intersection of dependencies

DP
mðTÞ and D0(T) (T02¼ 3.762 K < T01¼ 3.782 K), where the

stimulation of the energy gap ceases.

It should be noted that the temperature ranges where the

non-equilibrium values of the energy gap and the currents

exceed the equilibrium values do not coincide. The reason

for this lies in a significant difference between the curves of

depairing Is(D) in equilibrium and non-equilibrium cases.15

It is important to note that the maximum stimulated criti-

cal temperatures TP
c1 ¼ 3:791 K at the radiation frequency of

9.2 GHz and TP
c2 ¼ 3:791 K at the frequency of microwave

field 15.2 GHz, derived from theoretical curves 2 and 3 in

Fig. 12, are in a good agreement with the values of TP
c ,

obtained by fitting the experimental curves IP
mðTÞ (see

Fig. 11).

6. Conclusion

In the present review, the behavior of the critical current

Ic and the maximum current Im at which in a wide film a vor-

tex structure of the resistive state disappears and the first

phase-slip line arises is analyzed in thin superconducting

films of different width, located in a microwave field. A

stimulation of superconductivity by an external electromag-

netic field was found in wide w� n(T), k?(T) superconduct-

ing films8 with a non-uniform spatial distribution of the

current over the sample width. The superconductivity stimu-

lation in a wide film increases not only the critical current Ic,

but also the maximum current at which there is a vortex

resistive state, Im.8 In the framework of the Eliashberg theory

an equation for the stimulated critical current was derived

and expressed in terms of experimentally measured quanti-

ties.19,24 A comparison of experimental temperature depend-

encies of the stimulated critical current with those calculated

in the framework of the Eliashberg theory revealed a good

agreement between them.19,24 It was shown24 that near the

superconducting transition the temperature dependence of

the stimulated critical current in not very wide films (w< 10

k?(T)) appears to be numerically very close to the law

ð1� T=TP
c Þ

3=2
for the equilibrium critical current of depair-

ing when Tc is replaced with the stimulated critical tempera-

ture TP
c . It was found24 that for sufficiently wide films

(w> 10 k?(T)) the stimulated critical current has a linear

temperature dependence IP
c ðTÞ / 1� T=TP

c , similar to that

in the equilibrium theory of Aslamazov-Lempitsky with

replacement of Tc by TP
c . Experimental dependencies of the

stimulated critical current IP
c and the stimulated current of

formation of the first PSL, IP
m, on power and frequency of

microwave radiation were obtained in thin (thickness d�
n(T), k?(T)) superconducting films of different width

w.21,23,24 For the first time it was found experimentally that

when the film width increases, the range of radiation power,

at which the effect of superconductivity stimulation is

observed, shrinks abruptly, and hence the probability of its

detection decreases.21 This statement is an answer to the

question on much delayed discovery of the stimulation effect

in wide films. It is established that with an increase of the

film width the ratio P/Pc, at which there is a maximum stim-

ulation effect, is reduced, and the effect of stimulation of the

critical current in wider films is observed at lower radiation

power, since in the microwave range the value of Pc is prac-

tically independent of frequency.16,22 The power, at which

the maximum effect of stimulation is observed, increases

with the frequency of microwave radiation. It was found that

when the film width increases, the curvature sign of a de-

scending section in the dependence IP
c ðPÞ is changed.21

Studies of the critical current stimulated by a microwave

radiation confirmed an earlier conclusion, based on studies

of the equilibrium critical current (in the absence of external

radiation),20 that narrow channels are films which satisfy to

the relation w/k?� 4. For them, according to a theory3 the

calculated values of lower boundary frequencies of super-

conductivity stimulation correspond to experimental values.

In much wider films there appears a dependence of charac-

teristic parameters of stimulation effect on the film width. In

this connection, to describe a nonequilibrium state of wide

films (w/k?> 4) in electromagnetic fields it is necessary to

FIG. 12. The calculated dependencies of the equilibrium (curve 1) and

stimulated by microwave field the gap for the sample SnW5 (curve 2,

f¼ 9.2 GHz; curve 3, f¼ 15.2 GHz).
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develop a theory, which in contrast to the Eliashberg theory3

initially takes into account a non-uniform current distribu-

tion and the presence of vortices of its own magnetic flux.

An unexpected effect of electromagnetic field on the cur-

rent Im, which cannot be considered as a trivial influence of

the radiation on the IGL
c ðTÞ and k?(T), was found.23 The ex-

perimental temperature dependencies of the stimulated current

IP
mðTÞ are well approximated by formulas which are similar to

the formula (22) for an equilibrium case of the Aslamazov-

Lempitsky theory,6 in which the critical temperature Tc is

replaced by the stimulated critical temperature TP
c . It was

found that an absolute value of IP
mðTÞ increases with the radia-

tion frequency, and the temperature region of stimulation of

IP
mðTÞ is extended toward lower temperatures.23

One more important fact is worth mentioning.

References 8, 19, 21, 23–25 present the main results of a

study of superconductivity stimulated by microwave radiation

in wide films. In those works, the equilibrium critical current

in wide films reached a maximum possible value—a value of

the depairing current, and corresponded to the critical current

of the Aslamazov-Lempitsky theory. A significant excess of

this depairing critical current obtained in the Aslamazov-

Lempitsky theory in the absence of external fields was

observed under microwave radiation. This indicates the exis-

tence of superconductivity stimulation in wide films and the

negligible effect of overheating, if it occurs, including an

overheating of an electronic system in a superconductor.

Thus, experimental studies of films with different width

showed that the effect of superconductivity stimulation by

microwave radiation is common, and occurs in both the case

of uniform (narrow films) and non-uniform (wide films) dis-

tribution of the superconducting current over the film width.
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